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QUESTION 1

Given a replica set with five data-bearing members, suppose the primary goes down with operations in its oplog that
have been copied from the primary to only one secondary. Assuming no other problems occur, which of the following
describes what is most likely to happen? 

A. missing operations will need to be manually re-performed 

B. the secondary with the most current oplog will be elected primary 

C. reads will be stale until the primary comes back up 

D. the primary may roll back the operations once it recovers 

E. the most current secondary will roll back the operations following the election 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

When should we consider representing a one-to-many relationship in an embedded collection instead of separate
collection? 

A. When the many is not very large 

B. When the many is very large 

C. Always D. Never 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Aggregation Pipelines have a limit of: 

A. No limit on document and 100 MB RAM 

B. 2 MB document and no limit on RAM 

C. 2 MB document and 100 MB RAM 

D. 16 MB document and 100 MB RAM 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What does the following aggregate query perform? 
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A. Fetches the posts with likes between 100 and 200 and sets their _id as null 

B. Groups the posts by number of likes (101, 102, 103.) by adding 1 every time 

C. Calculates the number of posts with likes between 100 and 200 

D. Fetches the posts with likes between 100 and 200, sets the _id of the first document as null and then increments it 1
every time 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

In which of the following scenarios is sharding not the correct option. Select all that apply. 

A. The write operations on the collection are low 

B. The write operations on the collection are very high 

C. The working set in the collection is expected to grow very large in size 

D. The collection is a read intensive collection with less working set 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

Which are the ONLY ways to project portions of an array? 

A. $slice 

B. $ 

C. All of the above 

D. $ elemMatch 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

In a sharded replica set environment, the w Option provides ability for write concern and j Option provides 
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ability for the data to be written on disk journal. Consider that we have a seven member replica set and we 

want to assure that the writes are committed to journal. 

What should be the value of j? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 0 

D. 7 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Using an arbiter allows one to easily ensure an odd number of voters in replica sets. Why is this important? 

A. To help in disaster recovery 

B. To protect agains network partitions 

C. To enable certain read preference settings 

D. To add greather redundancy 

E. For more efficient backup operations 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Consider the following document: > db.c.find() 

{ "_id" : 12, b : [ 3, 5, 7, 2, 1, -4, 3, 12 ] } 

Which of the following queries on the "c" collection will return only the first five elements of the array in the 

"b" field? E.g., 

Document you want returned by your query: { "_id" : 12, "b" : [ 3, 5, 7, 2, 1 ] > 

A. db.c.find( { > , { b : { $slice : [ 0 , 5 ] } } ) 

B. db.c.find( { b : [ 0 , 5 ] > ) 

C. db.c.find( { > , { b : { $substr[ 0 , 5 ] > > ) 

D. db.c.find( { > , { b : [ 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ] > ) 

E. db.c.find( { > , { b : [ 0 , 5 ] > ) 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Consider that our posts collection contains an array field called tags that contains tags that the user enters. { 

Which of the following commands will find all the posts that have been tagged as tutorial. 

A. db.posts.find( { tags : ["tutorial"] } ); 

B. db.posts.find( { $array : {tags: "tutorial") > ); 

C. db.posts.find( { tags : "tutorial" } ); 

D. db.posts.findInArray( { tags : "tutorial" > ); 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of the following are common uses of the mongo shell? Check all that apply 

A. Perform queries against MongoDB collections 

B. Perform administrative tasks 

C. Use as a JavaScript framework for your production system 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 12

Update If Correct is an approach for which of the following concepts in MongoDB: 

A. Concurrency Control 

B. Atomicity 

C. Performance Management 
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D. Transaction Management 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following is correct about MongoDB? 

A. MongoDB supports geospatial indexes 

B. MongoDB supports some of the SQL functions 

C. MongoDB uses JSON format to represent documents 

D. MongoDB supports collection joins 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Which operations add new documents to a collection? 

A. Create 

B. update 

C. insert 

D. delete 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

What does the output x of the following MongoDB aggregation query result into; db.posts.aggregate ( [ { $group: { _id;
"$author", x: { $sum: $likes } } } ] ) 

A. Average of likes on all the posts of an author, grouped by author 

B. Number of posts by an author 

C. Sum of likes on all the posts by all the authors 

D. Sum of likes on all the posts by an author, grouped by author 

Correct Answer: D 
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